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Duncan Rock as Iford’s Don Giovanni.
Photo by Jessica Beveridge.

social critique. The evening eventually
became a bit sweet-toothed for my taste
but never induced the old finger-downthe-throat reaction whose angel-advocate is
always hovering hopefully above Engelbert
Humperdinck’s richly romantic opera.
Broomsticks and a creepy puppet-cat
joined the two worlds of neglectful home
and wicked witch, and the childish larking
of Act I was done with great warmth and
humanity, and brilliantly performed by
Ciara Hendrick and Aoife O’Sullivan, both
completely convincing. Alun Rhys-Jenkins
was an absolutely fantastic witch, a mad Fanny
Cradock, jovial and terrifying. Oliver Gooch
and his 16-piece orchestra Chroma had
a good shot at capturing the lovely contrasting
textures of the piece, but it was occasionally
overplayed and muddy-sounding.
Talk about a hostage to fortune: the prepublicity about Iford’s staging of Don
Giovanni, performed by Opera della Luna,
was all about its comic side and how the
Prague version is a true opera buffa. If you
go down this route, you’d better make
people laugh – something which signally,
and oddly, failed here. Director Jeff Clarke,
presiding genius of the company, has never
done anything not funny, as far as I can
remember. So what went wrong?
A comic Don Giovanni that doesn’t manage
to raise any laughs can still provoke questions,
and what Clarke did most effectively was to
emphasise the qualities of human sympathy
and companionship which Mozart proposes
as the alternative to Giovanni’s reprehensible
ways. One trouble with the Prague version
is the reduction of Elvira to a figure of
fun, with nothing to set against the fall-gal
comedy of Act II, and a consequent rationing
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of the human warmth available.What there is
must come from elsewhere, and Rhian Lois’s
Zerlina came up with the goods, along with
Victoria Joyce’s stylish Anna and Tyler Clarke,
who did pretty well with the demands of ‘Il
mio tesoro’.
There were certainly good episodes here,
but a general lack of energy – in Geoffrey
Paterson’s 11-piece Orchestra of the Swan,
too, in a rather oddly balanced arrangement.
The relationship between Leporello and
Giovanni never really took off, and Duncan
Rock, who on paper looks perfect for the
Don, didn’t actually bring convincing levels
of masculine threat to the part.
The family at the centre of the Lombard
power-struggles of Handel’s Rodelinda
is never a laugh a minute, but can rarely
have seemed as droopy as the one in
Martin Constantine’s glum production;
one wonders how King Bertarido and co
ever found the energy and will to reign.
There was a certain deadening of the
characters here. Gillian Ramm made
a one-dimensional Rodelinda; well-sung
but relentlessly miserablist, and traumatising
her young son Flavio (subtly directed, and
nicely played by Alex Surtees) to the point
of provoking him to do her in. The director
harped on the Rodelinda’s self-absorption,
a novel interpretation of this apparently
ballsy and constant spouse.
James Laing was the equally sorry-forhimself Bertarido, singing with his usual
amazing limpidity and naturalness. Losing
power and family, he wandered around like
Poor Tom waiting for someone to come
and rescue him.
For a bit of spirit and fire we had Doreen
Curran’s mixed-motive Eduige, again
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a somewhat flat characterisation but sung
with burning conviction. The wicked
usurpur Grimoaldo is actually a bit of
a softy, undone and knowing it from the
moment he fails to kill little Flavio, and
in some ways this show’s most layered
character; sensitively sung by Nathan Vale.
In Jonathan Brown’s Garibaldo, at last, we
had a character not infirm of purpose, which
was a relief; and Owen Willetts made a highly
sympathetic Unolfo, the counsellor who
shows remarkable loyalty to this iffy gang.
The score was stunningly played under
conductor Christian Curnyn.The proportion
of lulling, rustic, three-time arias in Rodelinda
suggests that all the characters just want to get
away from this hurly-burly and keep goats, and
Curnyn’s rich-toned band (with the luxury of
five violins!) mined this vein quite beautifully.
RT

Bampton Classical Opera
OXFORDSHIRE

You wonder how long Bampton’s guiding
spirits Gilly French and Jeremy Gray can
keep unearthing 18th-century works
with enough zip to earn a staging. It’s
a great cause, anyway, and to date they
have excavated plenty of gems, including
Storace’s Comedy of Errors, Soler’s Capricciosa
corretta and Portugal’s Figaro, pieces which
can hold their own in any company.
I’m not sure Cimarosa’s Italian Girl in
London is up to that, or even that of their
previous foray into his work, The Two Barons
of Rocca Azzurra; nonetheless it’s a perfectly
likeable bit of Neapolitan flummery though
each half is about ten minutes too long
even for the tolerant and easily-amused.
The premise, if any, is that the eponymous
girl is masquerading as a French maid
in a London hotel patronised by her ex
(an English Lord), a Dutch salesman and
an Italian idiot. All have their eye on the
girl, but the proprietress fancies the Italian.
A magic stone which makes you invisible is
also notionally involved.
Good things here started with the orchestra,
playing to a really high standard under
Thomas Blunt’s cultured direction, beautifully
paced and elegant. And as usual Bampton had
assembled an impressive cast, led by the always
disciplined and assiduous Kim Sheehan as
Livia. Adam Tunnicliffe sang the Dutchman
stylishly, but the piece was stolen by the twin
comic talents of Nicholas Merryweather as
the absurd Polidoro and, most of all, by Caryl
w w w. o p e r a n o w. c o . u k

Adam Tunnicliffe, Nicholas Merryweather and Caryl
Hughes in Bampton’s Italian Girl in London

Hughes’s Madame Brillante: this young Welsh
mezzo sang a stunning Cenerentola at Iford
last year, and here added effortless comic
assurance to her portfolio, singing with focus
and great technique.
RT

Bury Court Opera
HAMPSHIRE

John and Suzanne Coke’s exquisite barn at
Bury Court is the latest venue to present
grand opera on an intimate scale. It was hard
to imagine how Rigoletto would play out
in such a compact space, but from the first
grippingly tragic bars of the overture, the
performance unfolded with all the intensity
needed for this brutal, beautiful piece.
The Southbank Sinfonia, conducted with
admirable precision by Simon Over, was
placed above and behind the performers.
There was no direct contact with the singers
other than via a small monitor, and this
meant the singers had to be very disciplined
about tempi. The result was fuss-free Verdi.
The casting was superb. Robert Davies’
eponymous anti-hero was sung with all
the colour and dynamic range needed
for an embittered father with unhealthy
parenting issues. He wasn’t a hunchback
in this production (by Emily Devlin),
even though Rigoletto’s deformity defines
his bitterness and insecurity. In spite of this,
Davies was utterly convincing. His scenes
with Gilda, sung with stunning acuity by
Ilona Domnich (a pleasure to watch and
hear), were heartbreaking in their simplicity.
Anando Mukerjee was a sexy, sinister
Duke. One could almost hear the sound of
corsets hitting the floor as he groped every
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nubile chick in his court. His voice has
beautiful resonance in the lower registers but
sounded strained at the top, but he’s young
and has all the charisma needed for this role.
Lilly Papaioannou applied every nuance
of her faultless stage instincts and her rich
mezzo voice to Maddalena, a small part
of huge significance. She oozed sex and
intrigue from her first shadowy appearance
as the sidekick of the assassin Sparafucile,
as he propositions Rigoletto.
This was a well-thought-out production
that rose beyond the limitations of the
space, deploying the chorus with skill and
using every entrance and exit available
to powerful dramatic effect.
RJ

Lismore Music Festival

COUNTY WATERFORD, IRELAND
The second year of the Lismore Music
Festival, in a beautiful leafy part of west
Waterford in Ireland, was if anything even
more charmed than the first. The deluge
will come, no doubt, but this year the place
basked in Mediterranean temperatures
(until the interval) to complement the
tapassy pre-show grub and Sevillean flavour
of Mozart’s Don Giovanni.
As last year, the opera took place in the
stable yard of Lismore Castle. Dieter Kaegi,
usually an implacable Swiss modernist
director, again showed his mellow side with
a crowd-pleasing production that caused
a touch of delighted outrage by way of a few
bold words and contemporary dress, along
with this year’s momentous coup de théâtre: a
lovely horse (equipped with earplugs) for
Zerlina’s entrance.

But nothing Kaegi does is stupid, and nor
was this: fast and furious, done with terrific
energy and edited for impetus, with Italian
arias and Kerry profanities for the recitatives,
the humour intentionally broad and with
a saturnine villain of Murder in the Red Barn
proportions at its centre (despite the usual
lack of an identifiable crime).
Things had been relocated to Ireland,
with the Don (Andrew Ashwin) an
Ascendancy toff taking unpardonable
liberties with colleens of all classes,
including a Zerlina who seemed to have
emerged from My Big Fat Knacker Wedding.
After a scratchy overture from David
Adams’s eight-piece LMF Chamber
Orchestra, whose nature as klezmer band
had been wisely rethought (but was still
a bit sax-heavy), things evened out and
muddled along until Cara O’Sullivan
(Anna) set a fire with ‘Or sai’: a note of
real desperation and passion, and sung with
complete commitment.
A series of nice touches, later: Zerlina
wrapping Masetto round her finger with
‘Batti, batti’, Giovanni’s serenade bringing
girls to the windows like moths to a flame,
Anthony Kearns’s beautifully-spun ‘Il mio
tesoro’, a moment of still beauty in the
turmoil. A lot of good energy here thanks
to a distinguished cast (Fiona Murphy
as derided Elvira and John Molloy the
gobby Leporello).
The band became quite elegant and then
fairly scary in the graveyard scene with Cora
Venus Lunny’s spooky fiddle scrapings and
glissandos, but this is still the department
that needs most attention.
RT

Robert Davies and Ilona Domnich
in Bury Court’s Rigoletto
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